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“What is done in LOVE,

is done WELL. ”

 We are Hannah and Jaron. High School Prom dates, homebodies, and forever travel companions. We 

met very early on in our lives, and for that we are so grateful. It means we get to navigate through our 

lives together, make mistakes together, and ultimately grow old together knowing that we lived this life 

full of love.

 We use film as our primary medium for all of our weddings and portrait sessions. It’s how Hannah 

began to learn about photography, and it’s how we love to express ourselves creatively, while 

simultaneously serving our clients with breathtaking photographs to cherish for as long as possible.

  Using film has taught us to slow down and be fully present in the moment. It means understanding 

exactly what we are photographing, and capturing intentional imagery, because each press of the 

shutter is precious. Props and heavy posing aren’t quite our thing, because it’s at our core to document 

the genuine connection in front of us.

  Because we shoot film, our photographs have an organic, tangible feel to them. Our photos have a 

moody, yet romantic editorial vibe, that brings the emotion of the moment to the center focus. Our 

goal is to capture that emotion so well, that your friends and family who weren’t able to attend, can 

truly feel the way you felt in that fleeting moment.

 We value our marriage over everything and anything, and we find ourselves extremely blessed to be a 

small part in the beginning of so many other marriages.

a little about us
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On your wedding day, timing is everything. We have quite a bit of wedding day experience, and we 

know better than anyone how much time is needed for each important part of your day. Our clients hire 

us because they want to be sure that their day is documented in a genuine, artistic way, and because of 

this, they allow enough time for us to work our magic. 2-3 months out from your wedding, we will send 

you a questionnaire all about the final details of your wedding. Based on the timing you give us, we will 

build a custom timeline for you to ensure your wedding day goes exactly the way you want it to, but 

ththat we also have the time we need to create the photos you will cherish for decades after this day 

ends!

TIM ELINE SCHEDULING

The engagement session is one of our favorite parts of the process. It’s an opportunity for us to get to 

know you on a deeper, more personal level. This shoot is all about the two of you. It’s 1-2 hours of lots 

of hugs, kisses, laughter, and love. It gives us the opportunity to see exactly how you connect in a 

photographic setting, and it will show you how we work behind the camera. Think of your session as 

practice for the big day.

ENGAGEM ENT SESSION

You’ve decided to book us! Hooray! We will send you a contract right away for you to sign, and then we 

will also send you an invoice for the $1,000 retainer fee. Once you have signed and paid, your date is 

reserved and we are officially official!

CONTRACT & BOOKING

The consultation is arguably the most important part of the whole process, as it is setting the 

foundation for your entire experience with us. Once you’ve gone through this information guide, let us 

know when you have a free hour to come meet us in our studio in downtown Mesa. We will make you 

coffee, share our favorite donuts with you (cherry fritters, yum!), and really get down to the nitty gritty 

of what it means to have us at your wedding.

CONSULTATION

what to expect before the big day 

THE W EDDING EXPERIENCE



Wedding Collection One

Wedding Collection ree

Wedding Collection Two

THE W EDDING COLLECTIONS
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Once you’ve decided you HAVE to have us at your wedding, let us know, so we can happy do 
our happy dance! We will send you a proposal with whichever collection we talked about, the 
contract to reserve us, and then an invoice for the easy $1,000 retainer. Once that’s all taken 
care of, you’re stuck with us! And we will take great care of you :).

W E M AKE IT OFFICIAL

LOVE, HANNAH & JARON (& MEW)

We can’t wait to meet you!

Let’s schedule a convenient time for you to come into our studio, have some coffee & donuts, 
and get down to the nitty gritty. This is where we get to know each other, and talk all things 
wedding!

W E M EET

SO W HAT’S NEXT?


